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Abstract. Hamming Quasi-cyclic (HQC) is an alternate candidate at
the NIST call for proposal. Before standardization, the NIST expects
studies about Side-Channel Attacks (SCA) for the third round schemes.
This paper introduces an horizontal attack against the Reed-Solomon
(RS) decoding algorithm of HQC assuming an Hamming weight leakage
model. The aim of the attack is to recover the RS codeword generated
directly related to the exchanged message with no more knowledge than
public codes and parameters of the scheme. This attack targets the syn-
drome computation of the RS decoder where an error-free codeword is
manipulated. The public RS decoder algorithm allows to correct the er-
roneous inferred bytes from SCA. By using list decoding algorithms, we
increase the error correction capability and the strength of the attack.
Then we give an analysis based on simulated traces. In practice, experi-
ments show that the measured signal to noise ratio is sufficiently low for
a successful attack against the reference implementation of HQC128 by
running 296 operations over a Galois field. Finally, we present a random
shuffling countermeasure in order to prevent this horizontal attack.

Keywords: HQC · Side-Channel Analysis · Simulation · Error Correct-
ing Codes · Horizontal Attack · Post-Quantum Cryptography

1 Introduction

The main deployed asymmetric cryptographic schemes are based on the difficulty
of solving number theory problems such as large integer factorization for RSA
[14] or finding a discrete logarithm for the elliptic curve cryptography [9,10].
However, these problems can be solved in polynomial time by the Shor’s al-
gorithm on a quantum computer [16]. For this reason, the American National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) launched a call for proposal in
December 2016 with the aim to standardize quantum resistant signature schemes
and Key-Encapsulation Mechanisms (KEM) [12].

Hamming-Quasi-Cyclic [2] (HQC) is a code-based alternate candidate in the
third round of the competition. Thus, HQC might be standardized in addition
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to the finalists in a fourth round. In addition to specification schemes, the NIST
expects studies that address Side-Channel Attacks (SCA) against candidates
[11].

In 1996, Kocher introduced SCA, consisting in an analysis of Side-Shannel
(SC) leakages (such as power consumption, electromagnetic emanations...) in
order to retrieve manipulated secret data. SCA uses the statistical dependence
between measured traces and intermediate variables of cryptographic computa-
tion. They represent a threat for the security of cryptographic schemes. After-
wards, horizontal attacks were presented by Walter [18] at CHES 2001, against
the RSA exponentiation looking for the secret exponent. This kind of attack
exploits the dependency between several intermediate results to discriminate se-
cret data using a single trace. Furthermore, Clavier et al. [5] went further by
showing that the horizontal information from a single trace can be exploited
by a correlation analysis. Their attack computes the correlation coefficient on
several trace segments extracted from a single trace.

The state of the art about SCA on HQC only mentions four attacks, 3 Tim-
ing Attacks (TA) and a template attack. In 2019 and 2020, two TAs [17,13]
used a correlation between the weight of the decoded error and the computation
time of the decoder algorithm of BCH codes. Considering this threat, designers
developed an improved constant time BCH decoder without a significant per-
formance penalty. In addition, in 2020, a chosen ciphertext template attack [15]
used a classification of traces resulting from a BCH decoding process to deter-
mine whenever an error is corrected or not. This method, combined with some
linear algebra, allows to recover the private key.

However, the last version of the HQC KEM is no longer built with BCH codes.
Since October 2020, new version of HQC uses a concatenated Reed-Muller (RM)
and Reed-Solomon (RS) code in order to reduce keys size. In 2021, a new TA [6]
uses the non-constant time rejection sampling during the re-encryption of the
HQC RMRS KEM. Authors show that the observed timing variation is depen-
dent on the secret key allowing them to fully recover it with high probability. To
the best of our knowledge, this last timing attack is the only attack targeting
the HQC RMRS KEM.

Our Contribution. In this paper we present the first horizontal SCA against
the HQC RMRS KEM targeting the RS decoder and assuming an Hamming
Weight (HW) leakage model with aims to recover the exchanged message. Each
byte of the codeword is manipulated several times during the RS decoding step
of the decapsulation which allow to deduce these byte values using correlation
analysis. In HQC, the decoder is public, we can used it to correct the erroneous
side-channel deductions. Since this decoder has a limited error correction capa-
bility, we go further by using better decoders for RS codes in order to increase
the success rate of the attack. In this paper, with aim to determine the limits
and use case of our attack, we analyze the leakage with simulated traces. This
construction allows to get a full control over noise, and give analysis depend-
ing on the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). We compare these simulated results
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with practical results and show that a real attack is possible to fully recover the
exchanged message with less than 296 Galois field operations.

Paper Organization. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 recalls some
mathematical backgrounds and the HQC Framework. Section 3 gives a descrip-
tion of the attack, focusing on the horizontal correlation analysis. Section 4
addresses our practical result and compare them with simulated results. Section
5 presents improvements of the attack using list decoding algorithms and listing
strategy. Section 6 is about the complexity of the attack. And finally Section 7
refers to a countermeasure.

2 Background

2.1 Mathematical Background

Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). A SC trace is related to an intermediate
manipulated value which determine the class (the label) of the trace. SNR is
a tool that permits to quantify the noise within labelled traces, given by the
equation (1). The SNR decreases when the noise increases and a SNR greater
than 1 indicates more signal than noise.

snr =
V ar(E(X|Z))

E(V ar(X|Z))
(1)

Hamming Weight (HW) Leakage Model (LM). A leakage model describes
the behaviour of the SC traces depending on their classes. We say that a set of
traces follow an HW LM if each trace can be described by the equation (2):

tr : Z→ R
tr : z → a×HW (z) + b+N (0, σ)

(2)

where a, b are parameters of the leakage to be determined and HW (z) the
hamming weight of a cryptographic intermediate value z. These traces are also
affected by a measure noise N (0, σ), which may be due to various factors, which
can be represented with a zero centered normal distribution.

Pearson Correlation Coefficient. This is a tool to determine the correlation
between two random variables X and Y (see equation (3)). In our case, we
calculate the correlation between traces and intermediate values.

ρX,Y =
cov(X,Y)

σXσY
=

E [(X− µX)(Y− µY)]√
E [(X− µX)2] E [(Y− µY)2]

(3)

where µX and σX are, respectively, the measured expected value and the mea-
sured variance of X.
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The equation (3) returns a value between −1 and 1 for element of Y . The
closer the value of |ρX,Y| is to 1, the stronger the correlation between the two
variables is. The elements are sorted depending on their correlation values.

2.2 Hamming Quasi-Cyclic (HQC)

HQC [2] is a post-quantum resistant KEM based on error-correcting code. A
classical construction is to turn a PKE into a KEM. For HQC, a quantum
adapted FO transformation called Hofheinz-Hövelmanns-Kiltz transformation
[7] is used. Details and algorithms are given in HQC specifications [2]. The
framework of HQC KEM is summarized with Figure 1. The exchanged message
is protected by a random error with a significant weight which is too big to be
decoded by the public decoder. The knowledge of the secret key allows to reduce
the weight of the error which falls below the error correction capability of the
code. The exchanged message can be decoded and a shared key is derived from
it.

Message Code Codeword
Add Random Error
”significant weight”

Transmit

Reduce ErrorDecodeMessage

Public Key

Secret Key

Encapsulation

Decapsulation

Fig. 1: HQC KEM Framework

HQC uses a concatenated code with a duplicated Reed-Muller (RM) code for
internal code and a Reed-Solomon (RS) code for the external one. The decoder is
then a double decoder that decodes the internal code first and then the external.
An analysis of the Decryption Failure Rate (DFR) in the HQC specification [2]
(section 2.5.8) shows that the RS codeword, between the two decoders is error-
free with a probability 1− 2−10.96 for HQC128.

Reed-Solomon Decoder. Let r be the received message, input of the RS de-
coder. The RS decoder is a minimum distance decoding algorithm that works by
finding the roots of an Error Locator Polynomial (ELP). ELP is computed by
solving a system of equations depending on the syndromes of the received mes-
sage r. We focus on the algorithm that computes the syndromes of the received
message. Considering the received message as a polynomial, the syndrome com-
puting is the evaluation of this polynomial for all the roots of the RS generator
polynomial αi. In HQC, this procedure is given by Algorithm 1 and the roots αi
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are parameters of HQC (see section 2.5.2 of specifications [2]). δ = 15, n1 = 46
are also two parameters of HQC128 that describe the size of the parity check
matrix.

Algorithm 1 compute syndromes

Input: (received message r, param = (αi, δ, n1))
Output: syndrome synd

1: for i = 0→ 2× δ do
2: for j = 1→ n1 do
3: synd[i] = synd[i]⊕ gf mul(r[j], αj−1

i )

4: synd[i] = synd[i]⊕ r[0]

5: return synd

3 Attack Description

In this attack, the target is the input of the RS decoder which is also the output
of the RM decoder. The target is independent from the secret key. Indeed, when
the RS decoder is applied, the intermediate codeword is no longer hidden by
the secret key (see Figure 1). For a sake a clarity and given the low DFR of the
RM code, we will consider that this intermediate codeword is error-free and we
will refer to it as ”the codeword” for the rest of the paper. If we are able to
recover the codeword, we can deduce the exchanged message of the KEM using
the public RS decoder.

The goal is to retrieve the 46 bytes of a RS codeword c. Each byte is involved
in 2 × δ = 30 multiplications in a Galois Field (GF) with powers of αi (see
Algorithm 1). Our analysis considers the output of the gf mul function as
intermediates values. The attack is developed thanks to two observations:

1. Each byte of the received message is manipulated 30 times which gives in-
formation redundancy allowing an horizontal attack. Given one measured
trace of the decoding step, one has in fact 30 informative sub-traces for each
target byte.

2. We use of the knowledge of the decoder. This last point is the most crucial, it
allows to cope with eventual attack errors. Indeed, if the number of erroneous
recovered bytes is smaller than the error correction capability of the RS
decoder, the original message is recovered by applying the RS decoder.

Correlation Analysis. Our study is based on an horizontal correlation analysis
[4] assuming an HW LM (see equation (2)).

In this attack, we recover the bytes of the codeword one by one. With this
method, we can have information about only 45 bytes of the codeword. Indeed,
the first byte r[0] is computed in such a way that we cannot get information
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about it with the same attack method (see Algorithm 1). For this byte, we have
no choice but to choose it uniformly at random. In other words, we proceed 45
different attacks and we finally concatenate the results and obtain 46 bytes length
word. The goal is to determine from which hypothesis the traces are closer given
the HW LM. We can describe the behaviour of the traces for each key hypoth-
esis. This is done by computing the 45 correlation matrices (see equation (4)),
corresponding to all the possible powers of α. These matrices described what the
traces would be following a perfect HW LM without noise. Matrices are of size
number of hypothesis * number of targeted operations, in our case (256, 30).

Mat Cork = HW (gf mul(i, αkj )), i ∈ [0, 255], j ∈ [1, 30], k ∈ [1, 45] (4)

Finally, the correlation value is computed using the Pearson Correlation Co-
efficient (see equation (3)). The bytes are sorted depending on their correlation
values and we retained the one with the highest one. Among the 46 finalist bytes
returned by the attack, some of them are wrong, because of mistakes induced by
the attack. Then the public RS decoder is applied to correct these errors. The
study of the number of occurred errors must be carefully considered in order to
stay below the error correction capability of the chosen RS decoder. We stress
that the number of erroneous bytes in the final result depends on the noise within
the traces. We will categorize this noise within the next section.

4 Results

Practical Results. We used the reference implementation of HQC from June
2021 [1] on a ARM Cortex-M4 microcontroller with a clock frequency of 168
MHz. We measured the electromagnetic emanations with a LANGER EMV-
Technik near field microprobe ICR HH 100-6. We registered these traces with
an oscilloscope ROHDE&SCHWARZ RTO2014 with a sampling rate of 10G
samples per second. A dedicated GPIO pin of the microcontroller was used to
trigger the oscilloscope. Two other UART pins were used for the communica-
tion between the microcontroller and the computer during the acquisitions. We
acquired a set of 256 thousand EM traces of the gf mul execution. For the
best points of interest, we obtained a SNR value between 0.77 and 1.50 with an
average value of 1.15.

Simulated Results. A set of simulated traces can be generated given the
equation (2), by selecting the gf mul function outputs as intermediate values.
With no loss of generality, the parameters are selected to be a = 1 and b =
0. For this paper, we generated more than 60 thousand sets of 30 ∗ 45 traces
with different σ noise parameter values. For each set of traces, the SNR value
is computed given the equation (1). Then, we proceeded with the correlation
analysis on theses traces. On the Figure 2, we plot the average percentage of
recovered bytes (in first position of the correlation list returned) depending on the
SNR of the set of traces considered. The decoder allows to correct 16 errors within
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the retrieved word. In average, this attack is a success for SNR greater than 2.35
that is the limit above which the error correcting capability is sufficiently high
to correct the SCA errors. The average SNR observed with measured traces is
also plotted with red dashed line. Given this observed SNR value and the error
correcting capability of the classical RS decoder, the attack cannot succeed with
a single trace. In the following sections, we present improvements that allow a
successful attack.

5 Attack Improvements

5.1 List Decoding Algorithms

RS codes can be decoded using a list decoding algorithm. This kind of decoder
provides a list of l closest words from the received message. With these decoders,
the error correcting capability increases. There are two known list decoders,
respectively the Sudan (S) and the Gurusami-Sudan (GS) decoder [8]. It is known
that the last one can decode asymptotically up to n −

√
k · n errors instead of

n−k
2 errors for a classical decoder (see Figure 3). Given the HQC128 parameters,

n = 46, k = 16, for a good choice of parameters, GS decoder is able to decode
up to 19 errors instead of 15 for the classical decoder. This first improvement
reduces the SNR boundary imposed by our former analysis.

Fig. 2: Average percentage of
successful (first position within list)
correlation analysis
depending on the value of the SNR
for each set of traces.

Fig. 3: Comparison of error correcting
capabilities for three Reed-Solomon de-
coders depending on the rate of the
code. In red the rate for the HQC128
Reed-Solomon code.

In this section, we assume that we have an erroneous received message r =
c+e of length n, generated by a RS codeword c and an error e of HW τ . We also
assume that the error follows an uniform distribution among the n coordinates
of the codeword. We note that RS decoders return the location and value of the
errors before returning the corresponding message.
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5.2 Increasing the Decoder by listing erroneous locations

The first idea to decrease the number of errors to be corrected by the decoder
by assuming u erroneous locations are known in the codeword. By removing
these locations, one has to decode a [n − u, k] RS code with τ − u errors. If
τ − u is lower than the error correction capability, we end up with a n length
codeword with the u remaining errors which can be decoded by another decoding
step. Knowing the locations of u errors is not free. The probability of having u
erroneous locations, assuming u randomly sampled locations is given by

(
τ
n

)u
.

In average, one has to make T =
(
n
τ

)u
draws to succeed. For each draw, two

decoders are computed, which gives the complexity of this first method.

5.3 Increasing the Decoder by listing error-free locations

The second idea is to assume that u error-free locations are known within the
codeword. We used the shortened RS code construction, by truncated the u co-
ordinates, we end up with a [n − u, k − u] RS code with τ errors. The number
of errors to decodes remains the same, but the ratio k

n decreases, which allows a
better error correction capability given by the Figure 3. After finding these er-
rors, one has to correct them from the initial codeword to retrieve the message.

The average number of draw to find these u locations is given by T =
(

n
n−τ

)u
.

Figure 4 summarizes the required number of draws to be able to decode τ er-
rors with the GS decoder. The two methods need the same number of draw on
average, but the second method seems better given that only one decoding step
is required to end the attack, instead of two for the first one.

5.4 Looking at the x first candidates returned by the Correlation

This last idea is to consider several candidates instead of one as output of the
correlation step. The last step of the attack must be proceeded for each retained
candidates. Figure 5 summarizes the average number of successful attacks de-
pending on the SNR and on the number of retained candidates. This strategy
can be very costly, indeed for x considered candidates, the number of required
decoding step increases by a factor x46.

6 Attack Complexity

Considering an average SNR of 1.15 and the top two candidates returned by the
correlation. The average percentage of correct bytes found is more than 46%.
This strategy returns 246 candidates to test. On the other hand, by assuming
known u = 13 error-free locations, we can exhibit a decoder able to decode 25
bytes out of the 46. It represents around 54% of the total amount of bytes, for
a cost of 215 decoding steps. We decode enough bytes to retrieve the error-free
codeword and succeeding in the attack. The decoder has a maximum complexity
of O(n7) operations over the field [3], with n the length of the code. We apply
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Fig. 4: Average number of required
decoding step to be able to correct
τ errors

Fig. 5: Average percentage of success-
ful correlation analysis depending on the
value of the SNR and on the number of
candidates returned.

the decoder on words of size n − u = 46 − 13, which corresponds to less than
235 operations in our case. The complexity of our attack is then given by 246 ×
215 × 235 = 296 operations over the Galois field.

7 Countermeasure

We propose here one countermeasure that prevents our attack from succeed-
ing without significantly increasing the total computation time of the decoding
process. Our attack is based on the labelization of EM traces for gf mul com-
putation. This is why the countermeasure consists in randomizing the order
of execution within the compute syndrome computation. This idea was first
proposed in 2010 by Clavier et al. [5] to counter horizontal attack against RSA
exponentiation. Random permutation raises to (2 · δ)! ·n1! ≈ 2294 the number of
possibilities. Under this assumption, it becomes really difficult to label traces.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented an analysis of an horizontal attack against the
HQC KEM assuming an hamming weight leakage model. The aim was to recover
the intermediate codeword between internal and external decoding, which lead
to the knowledge of the shared key. We exploit the low decryption failure rate
of internal code in HQC specifications. This DFR implies an error-free manipu-
lation of the exchanged message by the RS decoder. We computed a correlation
attack on several segments extracted from a single trace. A Reed-Solomon list
decoding algorithm was used to correct the wrongly inferred bytes from this
attack. Combined with a listing strategy of erroneous locations of the SCA out-
put, we were able to significantly increase the error correction capability and
therefore the strength of the attack. With simulated traces, we showed that the
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measured noise in a real acquisition is sufficiently low to succeed the attack.
Under current conditions, the attack require 296 operations over the Galois field
for a successful attack. We exhibit a leakage that can be exploit to recover the
shared key of the HQC KEM with less than 2128 that is the claimed security of
the scheme. Finally, we present a random shuffling countermeasure that prevent
this attack from succeeding.
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